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ABSTRACT

The Relati o nship Between Mandatory Divorce Education in Utah
and the Level of Postdi vorce Parental Conflict

by

Monte N. Criddle , Master of Science
Utah State Uni versity, 1999

Major Professor: Dr. Scot M. A llgood
Department: Family and Human Development

The purpose of thi s study was to determine if there was an association between
current level of conflict between divorced parents and thei r attendance or nonattendance
at the di vorce education pilot program. A telephone interview was used to examine
current leve l of postdi vorce conflict. The first portion of the telephone interview used
questi ons that were taken from the Famil y of Ori gin Scale (FOS). Questions were
se lected as they related to various stages of divorce. The second portion of the
questionnaire obtained sociodemographi c data. as well as informati on regarding
relitigation. T he telephone interview was admini stered to 160 indi vi dual s who
participated in the di vorce education pil ot program and to 59 individual s who did not
participate.
Hypothesis one stated that attendance at the divorce education prog ram will not
be associated with the current leve l of postdivorce conflict. Thi s hypothesis was
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rejected as a stati sticall y signi ficant association between postdivorce conflict and class
attendance was demonstrated. Both males and females in the nonattendance group had
hi gher mean conflict scores than the attendance group. Also. females in both groups
had hi gher mean conflict scores than their male counterparts.
Hypothesis two stated that attendance at the divorce education program will not
be associated with the number of custody and visitation legal iss ues since the ini ti al
custody arrangement. Hypothesis two was also rejected as attendance at the divorce
ed ucati on cla ss was found to be weakly associated with whether a subject wi ll return to
court or not. A demographic summary for subjects returning to court was also created.
The need for continued research on postdi vorce conflict was addressed. The
theoretical implications of the study were hi ghlighted. as well as other recommendations
co ncerning the role of marriage and fami ly therapists who work with familie s
experi enc ing di vorce.
(7 8 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Divorce is one of the most stressful and di srupting events that a family or
indi vidual can experience (Hetherington, Cox. & Cox, 1982 ; Roeder-Esser. 1994). The
turmoil involved in parental divorce can be especially troublesome and problemat ic for
chi ldren (Amato, Loomis, & Booth, 1995 ; Emery, 1982 ; Hetherington & Camara. 1984:
Wa llerstein & Blakeslee, 1980). Petersen and Stei nman (1994) stated that wh ile
controversy exists as to the exact role divorce plays in the long-term problems of
fami lies. most professionals agree that individual s experiencing divorce constitute a
population at risk.
Policy makers. clinicians. and social scienti sts have been concerned wi th the size
of the divorcing population because of the potential problems and stress that di vorce
creates. Petersen and Steinman ( 1994) reported that o ne in every two marri ages will
end in di vorce and 40% of all children born in the 1990s w ill ex perience a parental
di vorce. The authors also state that approximately one million chi ldren each year
experience a parental divorce. Thus, it is important for helping professionals. and for
society in general, to establi sh preventive and supportive services for this population.
The growing recogniti on of the negati ve consequences of di vorce has
dramatically increased the interest in court-connected educational programs for
d ivorc ing parents in recent years (Blaisure & Geasler, 1996; Salem. Schepard, &
Sch li sse l, 1996). The hi gh numbers of divorces in thi s country have led to increased
legislation and court rul es whi ch strong ly encourage. and often mandate, di vorc ing
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parents to attend some type of divorce education program. These program s are
continuall y gaining more support (B iondi , 1996).
Most of these ed ucational programs attempt to reduce the amount and nature of
parental confli ct that children are exposed to during divorce in hopes of decreas ing the
negati ve impact of postdi vorce parental conflict on children (Braver, Salem. Pearson. &
DeL use , 1996; Thoennes & Pearson. 1998). While initial reports in terms of client
sati sfaction appear positive. research assessing the effectiveness of the programs is not
very common and is not always as positive (Arbuthnot. Kramer. & Gordon. 1997;
McKenry. Clark, & Stone. 1999).

Theory

Thi s study exam ined the relationship between divorce education and postdivorce
conflict. using general systems theory concepts. Accord ing to Guttman ( 199 1). systems
theory impli es that systems are organized in a hierarchical fashion. Therefore. '·eac h
syste m belongs to a class of systems, which in turn. is a subsystem of a metasystem" (p.
-15 ). When this view is appli ed to the famil y, the entire family system can be
conceptuali zed in sma ll er subsystems such as the sibling subsystem , parent-child
subsystem. and of course. the parental subsystem . As noted earlier, divorce has an
impact upon the entire family and all of its subsystems.
When divorce occ urs. a major reconfiguration of family boundaries takes place.
The change in famil y structure that the di vorce causes often requires the creation of new
rules or the reconstruction of old rule systems. Thi s instabi lity and change regarding

boundaries and rules can create hi erarchical dilemmas such as a child ali g ning w ith one
parent or a child being placed in a parental role. The confusion that results from the
changing boundaries. rules, and hi erarchi es contributes to postdi vorce conflict (Ahrons.
1994 ; Boss & Greenberg. 1984).
Guttman ( 1991 ) stated that the systemic concept of homeostasis is the ··tendency
of fam il ies and other soc ial system s to maintain a given configurati onal relation ship
among their constituent elements" (p. 44). He noted that one way of mai ntaining
homeostasis is thro ugh feedback. Feedback occurs when " informati on that results from
a give n act ion is recursivel y fed back into the system and allows it to regulate its further
acti vity in a modified manner'' (p. 42) .
Guttman ( 199 1) stated that two types of feedback exist. The first , positi ve
feedbac k. is " info rmati on that increases the system's deviation from its original state''
(p. 42). Postdivorce conflict can be viewed as either posi ti ve or negative feedback
depending o n the circumstances of the divorce. Postdivorce conflict may be viewed as
posi tive feedback if it increases the deviatio n from the system ·s original state. For
example. divorcing parents may become so concerned about the postdivorce conflict
that they seek help which decreases the conflict and allows the system to deviate from
the ori ginal state of arguing and fi ghting. In thi s situati on conflict would be viewed as
positive feed back. The second type, negati ve feedback. is " information that brings the
system back to its original state and decreases deviation'' (p. 42). Postdivorce conflict
may also be viewed as serving a negati ve feedback function. When the couple engages
in conflict. it keeps them in their original state of argu ing and fighting . The conflict
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decreases the chances of the coupl e changi ng or deviating from the original state of the
relationship.
Within divorcing families, postdivorce conflict can be viewed as serv ing a
homeostatic funct ion by way of negative feedback. In other words. as the confl ict
continues between the parents, the fami ly remain s in its ori ginal state and the chances of
changing are reduced. Divorce education can serve as a way of introducing change
within the fa mily through positive feedback. For example, the famil y uses the new
information gained through divorce education as a way of perhaps improving the way
they comm unicate or resolve problems. thus increasing the deviation fro m the original
state of conflict.

Definition of Central Concepts
Di vorce Ed ucation
Divorce educati on in the state of Utah is defined as a one-time course that run s
from 2 to 3 hours in length. Each divorc ing parent is req uired to attend one course. The
courses are contrac ted out to private providers throughout the state who teach the class.
Those providers are required to cover the following areas in class: di vorce and its
impact on children; how the parents can help the chi ld ren through the divorce process;
the stages of growth and development of children and normal reactions from children
when their parents di vorce; helpful ways to communicate with children abo ut the
divorc e: the gri eving stages common to divorce ; the correlation between pa renta l
conflict and a child 's adjustment to divorce; helpful ways to share parentin g

responsibilities ; and potential ways to encourage cooperative behavior with an exspouse.

Postdivorce Conflict
Most researchers agree that there is not only a lack of consensus on a definition
of conflict. but also extreme difficultly in ever reaching an agreement (Cahn. 1992:
Canary. Cupach, & Messman, 1995; Straus, 1979). In this study. Straus ' s (1979)
conceptualization of conflict was used. He has defined conflict as both "the use of
ve rbal and nonverbal acts which symbolicall y hurt the other, or the use of threats to hurt
the other" (p. 77) and also ''the use of physical force against another person .... , (p.
77). C ustody and visitation disputes are often a significant reflection of. or contributor
to. postdivorce conflict. In the present study, the incidence of legal proceedings in
custody and visitation disputes was used as a measure of postdivorce conflict.

Statement of the Problem

From 1992-94 a divorce education pilot program took place in the state of Utah.
One of the goals was to help divorcing parents decrease the amount of parental conflict
to their which children are exposed. The participants of that pilot program voluntari ly
filled out index cards giving permi ssion for someone to contact them at a later date for
follow-up research. As of October 1998. these people had not been contacted for any
type of follow-up studies. Thi s study consisted of a 4- to 6-year follow-up that was
conducted w ith the participants of the di vorce education pilot program.
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The problem that this study set out to address is that postdivorce conflict has a
negative impact on children. and there is a lack of evaluation research showing the
effects of mandatory divorce education programs on lowering postdivorce conflict.
Therefore. the purpose of this study was to determine if there was an association
between current level of conflict between divorced parents and their attendance or
nonattendance at the di vorce education pilot program. This will help establish w hether
or not program participation is associated with level ofpostdi vorcc conflict of the
parents. The study al so examined the relationship between the number of legal
proceedings to resolve custody and visitation di sputes between the parents and
attendance or nonattendance at th e divorce education pilot program.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of thi s chapter is to review the development of divorce education in
the United States. as well as to discuss some of the salient features of divorce education.
The legal aspects , goal s, content. and the teaching strategies of divorce education
program s will be discussed. Postdivorce conflict and the connection it has to divorce
educat ion programs al so will be reviewed.

General Overview

The ba sic purpose of divorce education is to help people make it through the
difficult life circumstances and situations that ari se as a result of divorce (Braver et al..
1996). Bohannan· s ( 1970) work on divorce is important in gaining an understanding of
the process that people go through when a divorce occurs. Although hi s work was
completed many years ago. it is still widely used today (Ahrons & Rodgers, 1987;
Francke. 1983: Kaslow & Schwartz. 1987: Ol son & DeFrain. 1994)
According to Bohannan ( 1970) there are six nonsequential stages that a person
goes through when experiencing a divorce. The first stage is the emotional divorce,
which deals with the problem of the deteriorating marriage, the couple growing apart.
and predivorce issues. The emotional divorce is the ·'chain of events and feelings that
lead up to divorce'' (p. 3 7). Thi s stage has already occurred by the time individuals go
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through a divorce educat ion program. This study focu ses on post-divorce issues and
will. therefore, not use this particular stage.
The second stage is the legal divorce. This stage addresses the grounds for and
legal process of divorce. Once again. because this stage occurs before the postdivorce
conflict. it will not be a point of focus in thi s study. The third stage of divorce is the
economi c divorce. which deal s with money and property. Issues such as child support.
property settlements, and alimony payments fall into thi s area. Thi s particular stage w ill
be one of the points of focus in this study because of its relevance to postdivorce
interacti on between parents .
The co-parental divorce is Bohannan' s ( 1970) fourth stage. Thi s stage takes into
account issues such as custody, visitation. and single-parent homes. Bohannan ( 1970)
stated that ''the most enduring pain of divorce is likely to come from the co-parental
divorce" (p. 52). Many researchers agree that di sputes over custody and visitation are
clearl y the main issue of conflict for divo rcing parents (Arbuthnot eta!.. 1997: Jo hnston

& Campbe ll. 1988 ; Musetta. 1983). Thi s stage will naturally be one of the foc al points
of the study Stage number fi ve is the community divorce, including the changes that
occur within friendship s and soc ial networks after the divorcee. While it is understood
that thi s stage is an important part of the di vorce process. it will not be examined in thi s
study. Because thi s study focu ses specifical ly on the interaction and relationship
between the di vorcing parents, stage fi ve is not relevant to the study. The fin al and
most pertinent stage for this study is the psychic divorce. This stage deals with the
problem that divorced persons experience of becoming a whole, complete, and
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autonomous individual again. Bohannan ( 1970) stated that when '·two people so
interlock their old conflicts and so lutions ... they cannot become aware of them. and
hence cannot so lve them" (p. 6 1). Thus, this lack of individual autonomy can continue
to create conflict between the two divorced individuals. Thi s stage differs from the
emotional di vorce stage in that there is more of a focu s on postdi vorce issues whereas
the emotional divorce stage foc uses on more on predivorce issues.
According to Bohannan ( 1970), these six different stages are pain fu l and
difficult partly because people often do not know how to handle them. Di vorce
educatio n is intended to help people learn how to manage these stages more
appropriately.

Di vorce Education

With the hi gh incidence of divorce in thi s country. as well as research that shows
the potentiall y harmful effect s that divorce can have on chi ldren, many courts have
implemented program s that provide parents with an opportunity to learn abo ut these
harmful effects and how to best manage them (Blaisure & Geas ler, 1996). These
program s are commonly referred to as divorce education programs.
Over the past few decades divorce educati on has developed into one of the
largest and perhaps most impo rtant types of family court programs. Just 15 to 20 years
ago there were on ly one or two such programs. and as recently as I 0 years ago there
were not even one hundred program s {Arbuthnot & Gordon, 1996). However, in a
recent review of these court-connected program s, Blaisure and Geasler ( 1996) sent
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questionnaires to every county in the United States (n = 3.073) inquiring about the
exi stence of divorce education programs. The authors reported that 2.274
questiormaires were returned, showing that as of September 1994 there were at least 541
counties in 42 states that had some form of a di vorce education program. Recentl y,
Thoennes and Pearson ( 1998) comm issione.d Blaisure and Geasler to update thi s survey
by once aga in mailing letters to every county in the United States (n = 3. 118), including
new counties that had been establi shed since the previ ous survey. Thi s follo w-up
survey indicated that 1.516 counties, 47.9% of all counties, were currentl y offering
some type of di vorce education program. Thi s current estimate indicates a 180%
increase in divorce education programs in just 4 years. The survey also showed that
68% of the program providers reported starting their program in or after 1998. Another
indicator of the rapid development of divorce educatio n programs occurred when over
400 people participated in the first internatio nal congress for divorce education. held in
1994 (Arbuthnot & Gordon. 1996).
In 1976 the first divorce education program was created through a cooperative
effo rt by the Johnson County Mental Health Center and the Tenth Judicia l District of
the state of Kansas. The program was a weekend workshop that parents and chi ldren
were ordered to attend . The workshop covered issues such as the grief experienced in
di vorce. the games that famil y members play , and effective ways for divorcing parents
to communi cate with o ne another. The name of the program was Families In

Transition-A Di vorce Workshop For Parents and Children (Roeder-Esser, 1994). In
1986 Johnson County passed legislation that made it mandatory for all parents with
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minor children who were seeking a divorce to first al!end the divorce ed ucati on
workshop. The program eventuall y became a 2-hour long program called General
Responsibilities as Separating Parents (G RASP). The program has since been mandated
in several other counties throughout Kansas (Roeder-Esser. 1994).
Biondi ( 1996) reported that authorization for determining who al!ends the
divorce educati on programs falls into three categories. The first category is statewide
mandatory attendance for divorcing parents. The second category is
state-enacted legislation creating authority for either mandatory parent
pan icipation in court administrative di stricts to mandate parents to participate in
parent education programs, or discretionary parent participation in court
admini strative di stricts in which the court determines which parents shall al!end
the programs on a case-by-case basis. (p. 82)
The final category is parent education program s that operate according to local court
rules. Biondi ( 1996) stated that ··authorization to mandate attendance at parent
education programs is on the ri se'' (p. 90). In accordance with this statement . Thoennes
and Pearson ( 1998) noted that a ll five of the di vorce educat ion programs that they
se lected for an in-depth study (New Jersey. Connecticut, Michi gan, Ok lahoma. and
Arizona) had mandatory al!endance policies. A mandatory al!endance policy has been
legislated in Utah as well (Kristine Prince, personal communication. September 24,
!998).
Salem et a!. (1996) stated that mandatory programs have many advantages.
These advantages include ensuring that both parents recei ve the appropriate
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information. showing them that the welfare of children is taken seriously by the courts.
and eliminating strategic planning by parents and lawyers so that attendance of the
program cannot be used as a tool in court. The authors also noted that mandatory
attendance has disadvantages including unnecessarily delaying some divorces. the
financial resources required to run a program, and the legal issue of how much power
the court should have.
At the first international congress for divorce education in 1994. a study of the
content of divorce education programs was conducted by Braver eta!. ( 1996).
Questionnaires and pencils were distributed to the 400 participants who attended the
luncheon ceremony. Responses were turned in from representatives of I 02 currently
functioning divorce education programs. revealing that the most common format of the
various programs is a single. two-ho ur sess ion. This session genera ll y consists of a
vid eotape. lecture, and gro up discussion.
Braver et a!. (1996) also found that while many of these programs have specific
goal s. th e overarching goals of divorce education are usually twofold. First, the
program s seek to decrease the divorcing parents' reliance on the court system.
Secondl y. the programs try to inform parents of the effects and consequences of parental
conn ict on children before full-sca le fights develop. Avoiding parental fights is
potentially a reli ef for and a benefit to children adjusting to di vorce .
Geasler and Blaisure ( 1995) noted that divorce ed ucati on program goals
generally fall into three categories. The first category is parent-focused goals. Thi s
category includes goals such as increasing communication, reducing connict, teaching
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parenting skill s. facilitating di vorce adj ustment, and teaching about the emotional and
behavioral components of divorce. The second category is child-focused goals. Thi s
category includes goals such as preventing delinquency. creating a safe environment for
children, increasing awareness of the effects of divorce on children, and keeping
ch ildren out of the middl e. The final category is court-focused goals. This category
includes goals that seek to reduce litigation and reso lve custody issues.
The di vorce education program in Utah emphasizes the child-focused category.
although there is some overlap with the parent-focused category. The key child-focused
goals of the Utah program are (a) to give parents information that will help them
support their children's emotional well-being. (b) to encourage parents to cooperate
w ith each other to minimi ze the impact of conflict on children , and (c) to create a
greater understanding of how and why conflict between parents creates stress for
children. The key parent-focused goal. which is also partiall y child-focused. is to
actuall y help parents decrease conflict.
Salem eta!. ( 1996) noted that making decisions about course co ntent is difficult
because there are so many areas that could receive attention. However, Braver and
other' s ( 1996) content survey showed that nearl y all program s cover: (a) typical
postdivorce reactio ns of children; (b) different reaction s and needs of chi ldren of
different ages; (c) typical postdi vorce reactions of parents; (d) benefits of parental
cooperation versus costs of parental conflict; and (e) impact of " brainwashing" children
or ''badmouthing" the other parent. Custody, visitation , and legal issues were only
moderately covered.
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Geasler and Blaisure ( 1998) stated that the teaching strategies in these program s
range from passive parental involvement (lecture, handouts, video) to limited parental
in volvement (discussion, workbooks. self-assessment tools) to active parental
invo lvement (ski ll building exercises, role plays, self-awareness activities). The authors
stated that while the passive and limited invo lvement strategies have produced posi ti ve
results and evaluations (Arbuthnot & Gordon, 1996; Kramer & Washo. 1993). the
acti ve in vo lvement strategy appears to be a more effective strategy for reducing parental
conflict and keeping children out of the conflict (Arbuthnot & Gordon, 1996).
Divorce education, although a relatively new form of family policy. is rapidl y
developing into one of the most important types of famil y court programs. There is not
one set format that all divorce education programs follow. However. there are
commonalities between the various programs such as goals, content, and teaching
strateg ies. In general. divorce education programs are generating positive eva luations
from parents and. depending on the teaching strategy that is used , they appear to be
successful in reducing parenta l conflict (Arbuthnot & Gordon , 1996; Kramer & Washo,
1993 )

The Utah Pilot Program and Current Program

The Utah divorce education program was developed partly in response to a
divorce rate that has been around 5.0 divorces per 1.000 individuals for the past decade
(Bureau of Economic and Business Research, 1996). The Utah divorce rate, which was
4.6 di vorces per 1.000 individuals in 1996, is somewhat higher than the national rate,
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which was 4.3 divorces per 1.000 individual s in 1996 (Morgan, Morgan. & Uhlig.
1998). The Utah divorce rate grew from 3.0 divorces per 1.000 individuals in 1950 to
as high as 5.4 in 1980, where it has remained for nearly a decade.
According to Kristine Prince (personal communication. September 24. 1998),
the current structure of the divorce education program in Utah is exactly the same as it
was during the pilot program which ran from 1992-94. As mentioned earlier, the Utah
program is child-focused. with some parent-focused overlap. The goals of the pilot
program. which continue to be the goals of the current program. were as follows: (a)
give parents information which will help them support their children ' s emoti ona l well being; (b) create a greater understanding of how and why conflict between parents
creates stress for children and encourage greater effort by parents to decrease confli ct;
(c) encourage parents to cooperate with each other to minimi ze the impact of conflict on
their children; and (d) encourage parents to understand that chi ldren need a continued
and meaningful relationship wi th both parents.
The divorce ed ucati on classes in Utah are contracted out to private providers.
Gu idel ines are set forth for the providers regardin g what must be covered in the classes ;
however. providers have fl ex ibility in the way that the material is presenied. The
teaching strategy of the classes in Utah ranges from passive parental involvement to
limited parental involvement (Geasler & Blaisure. 1996).
There has only been an informal evaluation of the Utah divorce education
program up to thi s point. Individuals who go through the program fill out an ex it
evaluation upon completion of the course. Of the first 13, 670 respondents since the
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program became mandatory in Jul y of 1994. 92% felt that overall , the course was
worthwhile (Kri stine Prince, personal communication, September 24, 1998).
This study has gone beyond what is already known about the Utah divorce
ed ucation program by providing data that show an association between attendance at the
divorce education class and lower levels of postdivorce conflict. Thi s study has also
identified vari ables withi n the class that are associated with lower levels of postdivorce
conflict. The new data are useful for legislators, courts, clinicians. di vorce education
providers. and so forth in their respective areas. as they interact with or work with issues
associated wi th those indi viduals participating in the classes. This new data can be a
means of providing services that are more beneficial for this particular population.

Postdivorce Confl ict

Canary et al. ( 1995) noted that in the literature there is a lack of consensus on
the term confl ict. Thi s is evide nt as there are many different definitions of confli ct.
Terms such as tens ion. disagreement. stress, interruptions. anger. and negati ve
interpersonal expressions are often used in definin g conflict. The authors noted that
from a theoretical stand poi nt. confli ct can be approached developmentall y. cognitively,
or interactionally.
Interactional approaches to con flict ··operate from the premise that coupl e
systems are defined by microlevel interaction behavior. typically witnessed in particular
sequences'' (Canary et al.. 1995, p. 17). In other words, interactional approaches look at
the way coup les communicate, behave. or. as the name implies, interact with one
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another. Thi s particular study examined communication and the inte racti on behavior of
d ivorced couples a nd therefore viewed conflict from an interactional point of view.
The literature on postdi vorce parental conflict is abundant (Cahn , 1992 ; Canary
e ta!. . 1995 ; Emery, 1982; Hetherington & Tryon, 1989; Schwartz & Kas low. 1997).
Some of the main sources ofpostdivo rce parental conflict are centered on custody,
visi tation, and child support (Arbuthno t eta!. , 1997; Johnston & Campbe ll. 1988 ;
Musetto, 1983) . T hi s literature overwhelmingly supports the stance that postdi vorce
confli ct has a negati ve impact upon children (Hetherington eta!., 1982 ; Johnston &
Roseby, 1997; Long. Slater, Forehand, & Fauber, 1988; Wall erstein & Blakeslee. 1980:
Wallerstein. Demo, & A cock , 1992). According to Emery ( 1982). the research shows
that it is more spec ificall y interparental confli ct. rather than the actual parenta l d ivorce
o r separati on. that has the most negati ve impact upon c hildhood prob lems and
chi ldhood adjustment. Simil arl y. Mechanic and Hanse ll (1989) re ported that
adolesce nts li ving in intact fam ili es wi th hi gh conflict had sign ificantl y poorer wellbe ing than ado lescents in di vorced families with low levels of conflict. The authors also
reported that high leve ls of confli ct were associated with increases in adolescents·
depressed mood. anxi ety. and physical symptoms over time.
As part of a 10-year stud y conducted with 13 1 children from 60 divorcing
fam ili es in Ca lifornia. Wallerstein. Corbin. and Lewis (1988) found that 5 years after
the di vorce. the responses of parents and children to the divorce showed that children' s
adjustment was closely assoc iated w ith the manner in which the divorcing parents had
managed their conflict.
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In a 6-month outcome evaluation of the divorce education prog ram in Athens
County of southeastern Ohio, Arbuthnot and Gordon ( 1996) asked 13 1 parents to
retrospectively rate the amount of conflict their children were exposed to during the
three months prior to the class. The parents were then asked to predict the amount of
confl ict their children would be exposed to during the next 3 months. The authors ·used
a 5-po int scale and found the level of conflict exposure prior to the class to be 2.67 ( I =
none. 2 =a littl e, 3 =a fair amount. etc.). The projected level of conflict exposure after
the class was 1.80. In the 6-month follow-up the authors found that the parents
reported ly achieved the projected decrease with postcl ass conflict exposure level
reported at 1.76. Arbuthnot and Gordon (1996) stated that while " parent s reported ly
were able to achieve thei r goal of reducing the amount of confl ict to which their
children were exposed. thi s does not mean that conflict was avo ided in interact ions
between the parents'' (p. 77). Nonetheless. they stated that these findin gs are an
encouraging sign ·'that the program results in lowered exposure of childre n to parental
conflict ..... (p. 79).
Whi le it is difficu lt to ac hieve consensus about exactly what conflict is , there is
consensus that postdi vorce parental conflict has a negative impact on children. Parental
confli ct appears to have a more negati ve impact on children than does the actual di vorce
or separat ion. This is manifested in children 's depression, anx iety, overall well-being,
and adjustment to the divorce. Initial signs are encouraging that divorce education
programs have an effect on reducing postdivorce parental conflict , which cou ld be
expected to decrease children 's di vorce-related emotional and behaviora l problems.
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Custody and Visitation

Two of the most important chi ld rearing issues that must be addressed when a
divorce occurs are commonly referred to as custody and visitation. Emery ( 1982) stated
that ·"ch ild custody encompasses determinations about chi ldren's primary residence. as
well as about which parent shall have primary parental authority" (p. 72). He also noted
that ··visitation involves a secondary determination about how noncustodial parents wi ll
spend time with their children" (p. 72).
Many researchers agree that disputes over custody and visitation are the main
issues of confli ct for divorcing parents (Arbuthnot et al., 1997 ; Johnston & Campbell ,
1988 ; Musetto. 1983). Regard ing divorce education. most studies show that these
programs have had a positive impact in lowering the rates of relitigation involving the
issues of custody and visitation (Arbuthnot et al.. 1997 ; Di Bias. 1996; Zibbell, 1992).

Summary

Postdi vorce parental confl ict appears to have a negative impact upo n children.
Di vo rce education programs are quickl y becoming a common method that family courts
use to help fami lies manage the difficulties assoc iated wi th divorce. Divorce education
is geared towards reducing parental confli ct and minimi zing its effect on children.
Some of the most common sources of postd ivorce parental conflict are the issues of
custody and visitation . Divorce education programs are intended to reduce the rate of
relitigation over these issues.
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Null Hypotheses

Null Hypothesis One: Attendance at the divorce education program will not be
associated with the current level of postdivorce conflict.
Null Hypothesis Two: Attendance at the divorce education program will not be
associated with the number of custody and visitation legal issues since the initi al
custody arrangement.
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CHA PTER Ill
METHODS

Research Design

This study was based on quantitati ve measurement and analysis. A sample of
individuals who attended Utah' s divorce education pilot program was compared with a
sample of individuals who did not attend the program. Comparisons were made
between these two groups to assess diffe rences or sim ilariti es in soci odemographic
factors. the level of postdivorce parental conflict, and the number of legal proceed ings
that have occurred si nce the divorce. Random selection of the two sampl es was
possib le: however. random assignment was not possible because the two groups had
already been created. Because of thi s, the study is not experimental, and the research
des ign fo r thi s study is classifi ed as quas i-experimental. The study employs a static
group compari son. The compari so n group did not go through the divorce education
prog ram. nor did they have the opti on of doing so. Thus. a nonequi valent contro l grou p
design was used (M iller. 1986).

Sampl e

The study was based on two sample groups. One group consisted of 160
random ly se lected. divorced indi viduals who participated in the di vorce educati on pilot
program in Salt Lake and Utah Counties from 1992 -94. Of the 160 indi viduals, 58 were
male and I 02 were fe male. The sample was drawn from these two counti es because
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they are the only counties that offered the divorce education pilot program during that
time period. The other group consisted of 59 individuals whose names were taken from
avai lable court records in Washington (n = 3), Cache (!l = 6), Davis (n = 13), and Weber
(n = 37) counties. These individuals also divorced during 1992-94. but did not attend
the divorce education program. The divorce education program was not available in
any of these counties during 1992-94. These indi viduals were selected because of the
avai labi lity of their phone numbers on the court records. Of the 59 indiv idual s in this
group. 34 were male and 25 were female. Both groups also met the criterion of having
dependent children during 1992-94. Table I is an overview of demographic
information for both groups. Both groups were rather similar in their make-up. The
group that did not participate in the class had fewer children. Interestingl y. females in
both groups reported a higher number of yearly contacts with their ex-spouses than the
males did. It is not known whether this is a result of gender differences. a feature of the
part icu lar population that was accessed. or attributed to so me other factor.

Measurement

A telephone interview was used to col lect the data. The interv iew consisted of
two portions. the conflict measure portion and the sociodemographic data portion.
Appendix A contains the tel ephone interview used for the group that participated in the
divorce education pilot program. Appendi x B contains the telephone interview used for
the group that did not attend a divorce education class.

Table I
Summarv of Sample Demographic Information
Participation in class

No participation in class

Male (n=58)

Female (n= I02)

Male (n=34)

Female (n=25)

M

41.09

38.79

41.30

39.04

SD

8.41

8.45

8.71

10. 15

M

2.12

2.39

1.70

1.80

SD

1.14

1.70

1.73

1.19

Age

Number of children

Number of years married

M

9.48

10.8 3

9.64

9.84

SD

7.40

8.01

8.32

8.22

Number of contacts per year with ex-spouse

M

43.53

75.26

57.79

63.72

SD

73.28

117.02

104.94

115.95

Conflict Measure
The first portion of the tel ephone interview used questions that were taken from
the Famil y of Origin Scale (FOS: Hovestadt, Anderson. Piercy. Cochran. & Fine. 1985).
Questions were se lected as they related to Bohannan ·s ( 1970) various stages of divorce.
Bohannan's work was used as it gives a thorough overview of the stages people go
through during divorce.
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The FOS is a scale that consists of 40 items based on a 5-point Likert-type scale.
The Likert scale ranges from strongly agree to strongly disagree. The sca le was
des igned to '·reliabl y measure perceived levels of autonomy and intimacy" s in one · s
family of origin'' (Hovestadt et al. , 1985). For this study the items on the scal e were
modified to focu s on autonomy from and intimacy with one 's ex -spouse.
The FOS is di vided into concepts of autonomy and intimacy. Within each of
these two concepts there are five constructs. The questions that come from these
constructs address issues such as conflict, trust. responsibility. respect. and empathy.
Based on Bohannan' s ( 1970) six stages. I 0 items were selected from the FOS that were
deemed most re levant to the study. and to keep the interview brief. The scale that was
used in this study used five questions that were se lected from the autonomy concept and
fi ve questions that were selected from the intimacy concept. The questions come from
6 of the I 0 constructs. The six constructs that are represented are I . clarity of
exp ress ion . 2. respon sibility. 3. respect for others. 4. openness to others. 5. conflict
reso lution , and 6. empathy.
The reli ability of the FOS was tested in two ways. First, a test-retest reli ab ility
coeffic ient of .97 (R < .00 I) was o btai ned on 41 graduate psychology students over the
span of2 weeks. Test-retest coefficients for the 20 item s of the autonomy concept
ranged from .39 to .88 with a median of .77; test-retest coefficient s for the 20 items of
the intimacy concept ranged from .46 to .87 with a median of .73. Reliability was tested
in a second way by obtaining a Cronbach ' s alpha of.75 and a Standardized Item alpha
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of .97. These two statistics were obtained in an independent study of 116 undergraduate
students (Hovestadt et at., 1985).
Hovestadt et at. (1985) noted two studies that have tested the validity of the
FOS. The first study, which tested construct validity, used the FOS to examine the way
male members of alcohol-distressed and non-alcohol-di stressed families perceive health
in the family of origin. A significant difference, 1(48) = 3.20, !! < .01. in percei ved
hea lth of the family of origin was revealed between men in non-alcohol-distressed
marriages (x = 140.24) and men in alcohol-distressed marriages (x = 119.76). The
second study, which tested concurrent validity, used the FOS and the Healthy Family
Functioning Scale (HFFS) with subjects who were married and living in a household
with their spouse and at least one child under 18. Thi s study showed a significant
correlation between FOS scores of perceived health in the family of origin and the
perceived health in the current family. r( 169) = .48, !2 < .0 I. Based on the results of
these studies. there is evidence which provides validity for the FOS.
The three stages from Bohannan's (1970) work that were determined to be most
relevant were the economic. co-parentaL and psyc hic divorce stages. These stages were
se lected because they were identified by Bohannan (1970) as being the stages most
close ly associated with conflict during divorce. The economic divorce was assessed by
two questions that address child support and alimony payments. There were two
questions that assess the co-parental stage. These two questions deal with child
custody/visitation and issues such as di scipline, holidays, and rules. The psychic
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divorce was assessed by the I 0 questions that were taken from the FOS (Hovestadt et
a!.. 1985).
A reliability estimate for the FOS questions used in this study, that was based on
the responses of the subjects, produced a Cronbach ' s alpha coefficient (cx=.84). Based
on thi s information, the study"s results can be interpreted with relative certainty as to the
internal consistency of the instrument used .

Sociodemographic Data
T he second portion of the telephone interview was used to obtain
sociodemographic data such as age, gender. number of children from the marriage.
length of marriage, remarriage status, and how long after the divorce the individual
remarried. There were also five questions inquiring about the number of times legal
proceedings have been initiated by either spouse to address issues related to the divorce
(e. g .. child support, child custody and/or visitation. alimony, protecti ve orders, etc .)
Thi s information was used as a way of operationalizing the dependent variable of
postdi vorce conflict.
In addition, the indi vidual s who participated in the divorce education class were
asked three additional questions. These questions addressed whether the subject ' s exspouse attended a divorce education class, how the subject rated the written material
received at the class. and their overall ratjng of the helpfulness of the class (see
Appendix A).
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Procedures

In 1992-94 there were 23.050 divorces in the state of Utah ( 11 .334 in 1993 and
11 ,7 16 in 1994). During that same time period there were 11.235 divorces in 3'' Di strict
Court in Salt Lake County (5 ,424 in 1993 and 5.8 11 in 1994). In 4'h District Court in
Utah County , there were 3,025 divorces during this time period (1.521 in 1993 and
1.504 in 1994). In these two cou nties where the divorce education program was offered
from 1992-94. there were 14,260 divorces. well over half of all divorces in the state. Of
those 14,260 divorces. an estimated I 0.000 people took part in the divorce ed ucation
pilot program. Of the I 0,000 who participated in the program. approx imately 6.000
indi vidual s vol untari ly filled out index cards so that they could be contacted at a later
date for a fo llow-up study. There were no other counties throughout the state of Utah
duri ng 1992-94 where state-approved divorce education programs were offered.
A group of six interviewers was se lected by advertising thi s research project in
undergraduate courses. These volunteer interviewers were all undergraduate students at
Utah State Universi ty majoring in psychology o r famil y and human development. The
interviewers were trained by the investi gators in the procedures of telepho ne
interviewing (D illman , 197 8). The issue of confidentia lity was explained to the
interviewers and all were required to sign a statement of confidentiality (see Appendix
C). Also. all interviewers were informed and trained in the procedures for the
protection of human subjects. wh ich wi ll be di scussed in the following section . The
interviewers we re allowed to count the time spent conducting interviews towards
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practicum o r independent study credit in their various majors . Interviewers were also
compensated financially by the state for the time spent conducting interv iews.
The sample group of individuals who participated in the pilot program was
randomly se lected from the estimated population of 6,000 persons who completed index
cards. The target number for the sampl e group was 200. Thus, all available card s were
randomly organi zed and a marker was placed at every JO'h card. The telephone
interviewer then pull ed the card for the individual at marker number one. two. three . and
so forth , and called the li sted phone number. If that individual was not available. the
interviewer then called the individual on the first card behind marker number one . two ,
three. and so forth . If that individual was not availabl e ei ther. the interviewer then
called the individual on the first card in front of marker number one. two. three. and so
forth. This process continued until a subject was reached by telephone. The telephone
interviewer used the above-menti oned sociodemographic data sheet to collect the
necessary info rmation. The interviewer then verball y ad mi nistered the Co nflict
Measure ove r the phone. Each interview lasted about 5 to 7 minutes. According to
Dillman ( 1978). telephone interviews are most effecti ve when they do not become so
long that the respondent loses interest and terminates the interview.
The sam pl e group of divorced individuals who did not attend the di vorce
ed ucati on program was selected from court records in Cache. Davis. Washington, and
Weber Counti es based on the ava ilability of their pho ne number. They were also
contacted via telephon e by an interviewer. The telephone interviewer used the above-
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menti oned sociodemographic data sheet to collect the necessary information and
administered the Conflict Measure over the phone.

Protection of Human Subjects

All participants were given an explanation of the purposes and procedures of this
study. They were informed that the study, based on their responses. had the potential of
improving the divorce education program or correcting possible problems of the current
program. They were informed that their participation was voluntary and they would not
be penalized for refusing to participate or for withdrawing at any time during the study.
They were notified that if they began to experience any emotional di stress. they
were free to withdraw. Interviewers were given a list of famil y support services to
which the subject could be referred should the need arise. Participants were informed
that in answering the question s posed to them, they were giving their informed consent
to use the information in the study.
The participants were informed that they would have 27 quest ions read to them.
which would take about 5-l 0 minutes to answer. Participants were also informed that
their responses would be treated in strict confidence. They were informed that their
idemity would be coded and would not be associated with any published results. They
were informed that all material and information would be kept in a locked file .
Participants were also informed that approximately 400 individuals would be involved
in the study. Finally , participants were given the office phone number of the faculty
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advisor for this study. Participants were informed that they could call if they had any
questions. concerns, or problem s regarding the study.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS
Null Hypothesis One

Null hypothesis one: attendance at the divorce education program will not
be associated with the current level of postdivorce conflict. Nul l hypothesis one was
analyzed by using analysis of covariance (AN COY A). ANCOYA was used because
this study employs a continuous level dependent vari able (postdi vorce confl ict) and the
effect of the covariates (length of marriage and number of children) on the dependent
variab le had to be adj usted for. After adj usting for the covariates, the significance of the
independent variables (gender and cl ass attendance) in predicting the dependent vari able
was examined. Postdivorce conflict. whi ch was the dependent variable. was analyzed
by using a 2 x 2 box with gender and class attendance. These two variables. gender and
class attendance. are both independent, nom inal level variables.
The ana lysis showed that the nonattendance group had a higher mean conflict
score (M

~

39.83) than the attendance group (M ~ 36.78). Table 2 shows that both

males and female s in the nonattendance group have hi gher mean conflict scores than the
attendance group . Also. fema les in both groups had hi gher mean con fli ct scores than
their male counterparts. The length of marriage and the number of children were used
as covariates. These two moderating variables are both interval leve l variabl es. The
associ ation between postdivorce conflict, gender, class attendance, length of marriage,
and number of children was analyzed by using theE-scores (see Table 3).
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Table 2
Mean Conflict Scores of Males and Females in Attendance and Nonattendance Groups
Gender
Male

Female

I!

58

102

M

36.44

36.98

so

8.19

9.19

Class attendance

No class attendance
I!

34

25

M

38.02

42.28

so

7.86

7.88

Table 3 shows that there was no association between postdivorce conflict and
gender. length of marriage. and number of children. However. there was a statistically
sign ifi cant association between postdivorce conflict and class attendance. Thi s
assoc iation was significant at the .01 level. Despite thi s association, the R-squared for
the model is .05. showing that on ly 5.8% of the variance is accounted for.
Since class attendance helped to explain postdivorce conflict. a follow-up
analysis was performed. A regression was used to determine which variables were
associated wi th the divorce education class having an impact on postd ivorce conflict.
Regression was used because the study employs a cont inuous level dependent variabl e
and the independent variables used in the regression were both nominal level and
continuous level. The independent variables that were regressed against postdivorce
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Table 3
ANCOV A for Postdivorce Conflict

MS

.E

N umber of children

254.87

3.47

ill'

Length of marriage

2 15.94

2.96

Gender

227.93

3.10

Class attendance

594. 10

8. 10*

.S. within-group error

2 13

(73.30)

Note. Val ues enclosed in parentheses represent mean sq uare errors . .S.=subj ects.
*g < .01.

confl ict were gender. whether the ex-spouse attended a divorce education class. how
subjects rated the helpfulness of the class. how subj ects rated the helpfulness of the
written material they received. and the amount of contact wi th the ex -spouse throughout
the year. The stepwise method was used in the regression.
Table 4 shows the results of the regression for both models. In the first mode l.
spouse attendance was stati sti call y significant. In the second model , the helpfulness of
the written material was also stat isti ca ll y signifi cant. Despite this association, the

R-

squared for mode l two is .04. showing that only 4.6% of the variance is accounted for.
However. hypothesis one was rejected because the analys is did show an association
between attendance at the divorce education program and the current level of
postdi vo rce conflict.
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Table 4
Summarv of Hierarchical Regression Anal vsis for Variables Predictino Di vorce
Education Class Impact on Postdivorce Conflict
Variable

B.

SE B.

Modell
Spouse

-3.48

1.85

-.14*

-3.82

1.86

-.16*

-1.42

.71

-.15*

attendance
Model2
Spouse
attendance
Written material
Note. R' = .02 for Model I ;
*p < .05.

R'= .04 for Model 2.

Null Hypothesi s Two

. Null hypothesis two: Attendance at the divorce education program will not
be associated with the number of custody and visitation legal issues since the initial
custody arrangement. The second way conflict was analyzed was through
discrim inant analys is. Disciminant analysis was used to analyze this hypothesis
because the dependent variable. which was whether or not the subjects had been back to
court. is a dichotomous level variable and the independent variables were continuous
and dichotomous level variables. Discriminant scores were computed for the variables
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of class attendance and number of children to predict which of these variables might be
associated with the subjects returning to court.
The discriminant analysis produced a canonical correlation of 19 between the
dependent variable and the independent variables. This correlation suggests that these
variables are only somewhat helpful in determining whether a subject will return to
court or not. The di scri minant function also generated a Wilks' Lambda of .93 with a
.0 I level of significance. These numbers also suggest that the variables are somewhat
predictive of subjects who return to court.
In di scriminant analysis, the two independent variables together create a
function that predicts whether or not subjects will go back to court. Correlations were
created between the independent variables and the function itself. The correlation
between attendance at the divorce education class and the function was -.53 . This
suggests that in the presence of both independent variables. there is decrease in the
incidence of go ing back to court for those who have attended the divorce education
class. The correlation between number of children and the function was .94. This
suggests that in the presence of both independent variables, there is increase in the
incidence of going back to court as the number of children increases.
Table 5 shows the classification results for the predictions of subjects going back
to court and for subjects not going back to court, according to the function. When
interpreting these numbers that were generated by the discriminant anal ysis. it is
important to note that only 57.5% of the original grouped cases were correctly
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Tabl e 5
Classificati on Results for Predicting Relitigation of Sub jects
Predicted group membership
Actual group membership

Not been to court

Been to court at least once

Total

Not been to court

74 (63.2%)

43 (36.8%)

. 11 7

Been to court at least once

50 (49%)

52 (51%)

102

95

2 19

Total

124

classified. It is also impo rtant to note that the model is more effic ient at predicting
those who do not go back to court than it is at predicting those who do go back to court.
Since attendance at the di vorce educati on class and number of children were
somewhat assoc iated with relitigation. a summary of the demographics for subj ects
returning to court was created. Subjects were divided into three groups: (1) those who
had not been bac k to co urt ; (2) those who had been back to court one to four times ; and
(3) those who had been back to court five times or more. Table 6 shows the results of
that summary.
Indi vid ua ls who had been back to court five times or more were s lig htl y younger
than their counterparts w ho had never been back to co urt or who had been back to court
less than fi ve times (see Table 6). These indi vidual s had also been marri ed for a slightl y
shorter period of time than their counterparts (see Table 6).
The demographi c summary showed a substantial difference in the number of
contacts per year with ex-spouses between the three different groups. In particular.
those individuals who had not been back to court had approximately 32 more contacts
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Table 6
Sociodemographic Factors for Subjects Who Relitigate Compared to Subjects Who Do
Not Relitigate
N umber of
times subjects
have been
back to court

N umber of
children

Number of
years married

Age

Number of
contacts per
year with exspouse

Not been to court
!l

I 17

1 17

117

117

M

1.91

10.37

41.22

77.50

SD

1.35

7.92

8.85

120.14

Been to court 1- 4 times
!l

75

75

75

75

M

2.53

10.51

4 l. 1 I

46.53

SD

1.75

7.35

7.95

85.04

Been to court 5 or more times
!l

27

27

27

27

M

2.07

9 03

40.09

44.51

SD

1.49

9.02

8.68

75.94

per year with their ex-spouses than did the two groups who had returned to court. This
finding seems to suggest an associat ion between fewer number of contacts per year with
the ex-spouse and a greater likelihood of relitigation. Because of this large difference a
follow-up ANOV A was performed. This A NOVA produced no stati stica ll y significant
results regarding the differences in number of contacts per year (df = 2, MS

=

8.83 , 12 =
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.17). Thi s fai lure to produce stati sticall y significant results is most likely explained by
the large standard deviations for the three different groups (see Table 6).
Like hypothesis one. hypothesis two was also rejected . The hypothes is was
rejected beca use an association between attendance at the divorce ed ucation program
and lower rates of relitigation was shown. However. the association for the second
hypothesis was weaker than the assoc iation that was establi shed for the first hypothesis.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMA RY AND DI SCUSSION

Res ults from thi s study have shown that attendance at a divorce education
program is assoc iated with lower levels of postdivorce conflict and weakly associated
with the number of!egal proceedings initi ated by ex-spouses after the divorce. The
fo llowi ng is a critical review of the findings in relat ion to sample and measurement
issues. Further observations abo ut the hypotheses are presented. as well as the
limitations of thi s study. Implications of these results in relation to intervention efforts
designed to reduce postdivorce conflict also are presented.

Methodo logical Summary

Th is study was designed to evaluate the associati on between current level of
conflict betwee n divorced parents and their attendance or nonattendance at the divorce
educati on pil ot program. Prev ious studi es have shown an association between
postdi vo rce conflict and attendance at a divorce education program (Arbuthnot &
Gordon. 1996). w ith individua ls attending the class reporting lower level s of
postdivorce confl ict than indi vidual s who did not attend a class. Research has also
shown that di sputes over custod y and visitation are clearl y the main issue of conflict for
di vorci ng parents (Arbuthnot et al. , 1997; Johnston & Campbell , 1988 ; Musetta. 1983).
In regards to di vorce education. most studies show that these program s are related to
lower rates of relitigati on invo lving the issues of custody and visitat ion (Arbuthnot et
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a!. , 1997; Di Bias, 1996; Z ibbell , 1992). The current research project was an attempt to
cl arify this assoc iation by looking at factors such as gender, length of marriage. number
of children, and incidence of relitigation.

Summary of Findings

The current study was designed to analyze the effectiveness of divorce education
programs. Specifically. the study set forth to look at two different hypotheses.

Null hypothesis one: Attendance at the divorce education program will not
be associated with the current level of postdivorce conflict. The first null hypothesis
was rejected. A stati st ically sign ificant association was demonstrated between
attendance at the di vorce educatio n class and the current level of postdivorce conflict.
Thi s is consistent with the findings of Arbuthnot and Gordon ( 1996). who showed that
parents who had attended a divorce education class were able to achi eve the goal of
reducing the amount of co nflict to which their chi ldren were exposed. In their stud y.
the auth ors had parents predict the amount of conflict their children would be exposed
to in the months following participation in a divorce ed ucation class. Thi s task may be
viewed as an actual interventi on. The actual task of predicting the amount of conflict
may help parents control their own level of conflict. Thi s task is so mething that could
be incorporated into current divorce education programs, and seems deserving of future
research.
The assoc iation between class participation and current leve l of conflict is also
consistent with previous research. which concludes that divorce education programs are
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benefici a l and have a positi ve impact on parents (Arbuthnot & Gordon, 1996; Arbuthnot
et al.. 1997; Arbuthnot & Kramer, 1998; Kramer & Washo, 1993).
One explanation for thi s association is that the educational nature of the class
helps divorcing parents to decrease the level of confli ct between them. A nother
explanation may be that when individuals participate in the class. they come away with
a better understanding of the negati ve effects of postdi vorce conflict on children. Thi s
may indi cate that these indi viduals are able to impl ement some of the information they
have learned during the class in a way that helps reduce the conflict between them and
their ex-spo uses. Despite this apparent success of the divorce education program . it
must be noted that only a small portion of the vari ance was accounted for (R'

=

.05).

The regression that was performed to help determine which varia bles associated
wi th the divorce education cl ass had the bi ggest impact on postdivorce co nflict
produced two interesting results. Ho wever. caution must be used when interpreting
these results because of the low level of variance that was accounted for (R' = .04). One
vari ab le that achieved stati stical significance in the regression was both spouses
attending the class. Thi s does no t necessaril y mean that they attended the class together.
but that both spouses simpl y attend the class at some point in time. The state of Utah
alread y requires both spouses to attend the divorce education prog ram . In a recent
review of literature on di vorce education programs. no studies were identified as having
previo usly noted this findin g. This may suggest that this finding is a new contribution
to the di vorce education literature. When both parents participate in the c lass, they can
both work o n implementing the new information into the famil y, rather than just one
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parent trying to do thi s. It may also ind icate that both parents are better ab le to discuss
the confl ict issue with more informed points of view. Thi s finding might al so suggest
that when both spouses attend the class, they are more responsible than parents who do
not attend the class, and are therefore more likely to work at reducing conflict anyway.
The other variable in the regression that achieved stati stical significance was the
written material that is handed out during the divorce education class. Si mil ar to the
prev ious finding, no studi es in the review of literature were identified as havi ng
previously noted this findin g. Thus. it may be suggested that thi s informati on is also a
new contribution to divorce education research. Thi s finding. like the previous. might
also suggest that when di vorc ing spouses are armed with helpful information regarding
divorce. conflict, and children, they are able to use the information in a way that reduces
the conflict between them . The written material , if kept in the home, may also serve as
a visual reminder of the topics discussed and learned in the class.

Null hypothesis two: Attendance at the divorce education program will not
be associated with the number of custody and visitation legal issues since the initial
custody arrangement. Results of testing the second null hypothesis were not as clear
as the first. The discriminant ana lys is that was performed suggested that class
attendance was only somewhat helpful in predicting whether a subject would return to
court or not. A moderate correlation was created between the function and attendance at
the divorce education class (r = -.53). This correl ation suggests that in the presence of
both independent variables. there is a decrease in the incidence of re litigati on for those
indi viduals who have attended the divorce education class. Thi s is somewhat consistent
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with the findings of Arbuthnot et a!. ( 1997). which showed that 2 years after
participating in a divorce education program, parents who had attended the program had
relitigated less than half as often as those parents who had not participated; however. the
findings of the current study are not nearly as strong as the findings just noted. It
should be noted, however, that the findings of Arbuthnot eta!. ( 1997) involved a 2-year
follow-up whereas the findings of the current study involved a 6-year follow-up.
There are a few explanations for thi s finding. Fi rst. it would appear that once
again, the educational nature of the class may give the parents the resources needed to
help them avoid returning to court. The parents may also be more highly moti vated to
avoid relitigation over issues involving the children because of the emphasis that is
placed on children during the classes. However, similar to the first hypothesis, caution
must be used when interpreting these results because of the low correlations. Also. it is
important to remember that only 57.5% of the cases were correctly classified (been back
to court or not been back to court) in thi s analysis.
A stronger correlation was created betwee n the function and the number of
children (r = .94). However. the same cautions should app ly with thi s correlation as
well. This correlation suggests that in the presence of both variables. the incidence of
relitigation increases as the number of children increases. This correlation might be
explained by the simple fact that as the number of children increases in the famil y, the
amount of child support also increases. A parent with only one child who is not
receiving child support from the ex-spouse might be able to get by financiall y without
the support. However. a parent with several chi ldren who is not receiving child support
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will most likely have a more difficult time paying the bills and providing food. clothing,
and so forth for the children. Thus, the parent with more children might be expected to
be more likely to return to court. This correlation may also be a reflection that the
couple was married longer and had built up more animosity toward one another.
The demographic summary that was created to describe those individual s who
returned to court shed little light on the issue of relitigation. In a review of literature, no
research had been done on these particular demographic characteristics and their
relation to relitigation. Thus, the findings that come from thi s demographic summary
may be considered as new contributions to divorce education research.
Perhaps the most noteworthy finding that came from the demographic summary
is that which focuses on the amount of yearly contact between ex-spouses. The mean
number of contacts during the year between ex-spouses who had never been back to
court (M

=

77.50) was substantially higher than that for ex-spouses who had been back

to cou rt one to four times (M
court five times or more (M

=

=

46.53) and even higher than those who had been back to

44.51 ). Based on these data, it appears that conflict levels

are lower for divorced partners with a higher amount of contact during the year than it is
for divorced partners who have less contact This may indicate the obvious, which is
divorced partners with high leve ls of conflict and relitigation may not like to interact
with one another as much as those with lower levels of conflict. Thus. high conflict
couples have a lower amount of contact with one another than the lower conflict
couples. However. it may also indicate a very important need for divorcing partners to
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keep a line of communication open between the two of them in order to avoid possibl e
conflict-provoking misunderstandings.
If two people dislike one another, their desire for contact is not going to be very
hi gh. However, if divorced parents are not in contact with one another, the opportunity
for misunderstanding increases and the opportunity to discuss issues relating to the
children decreases. Thi s phenomenon might contribute to higher incidences of exspouses rel yi ng on the courts to so lve disagreements rather than trying to solve the
disagreements themselves . This problem could be addressed in divorce education
classes by focusing on positive ways ex-spouses could communicate about issues
regarding the children even though they may not like being in contact with one another.

Implications

With the finding s of thi s study in mind. the implications for resea rch and clinical
practice regarding divorce education programs will be discussed.

Research Implications
Future research should address the issue of an agreed-upon definition of conflict,
as we ll as developing a standardized measure used specifically for measuring
postdi vorce confl ict. One of the problems regarding current divorce education research
is that many different form s of instrumentation are being used. Thi s makes it difficult
to compare results from various studies. One problem encountered in this study was
that it was difficult to even find a measure which focused on postdivorce conflict. This
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type of undertaking would benefit from a cooperative effort between the various
researchers who are currently studying divorce education programs. Better agreement
about measurement of postdivorce conflict would allow researchers to differentiate
between the different styles and degrees of conflict that are occurring in divorced
families. This would enable divorce education programs to focus on the most
problematic areas. A well developed measure of postdivorce conflict would also
increase the reliability and validity of future divorce education research.
Another important consideration for future research is a focus on qualitative
research . The current study has shown that there is some association between
participation in a divorce education program and lower level s of postdivorce conflict:
however. this study was unable to identify why thi s association exists. A future study
w ith a strong qualitative component might be more effective at identifying the factors
contributing to thi s association. Qualitative studies also could give psychotherapi sts
and divorce education providers direction in helping ex-spouses reduce conflict and
de ve lop a more cooperative approach to postdi vorce parenting.
In Utah. it is now mandatory for all divorcing individual s who have dependent
children to attend the divorce education program. Because of thi s. there is no longer a
comparison group of di vo rced individuals with children who have not attended the
class. This current study could be replicated. however, by conducting pre- and posttests
with those individuals attending the class. The conflict measure that was used for thi s
study could be employed along with a strong qualitative component to produce some
very valuable information.
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This study onl y looked at a few of the vari ables that mi ght be associated with
postdivorce conflict. Future research should focus on examining more variables to help
in predicting postdi vorce conflict. Variables to examine could incl ude an individual' s
personality style, a couple's level of predivorce conflict as compared to the level of
postdivorce conflict, whether the divorce was initiated by the husband or the wife. and
whether or not an affair was involved in the divorce. These are just a few of many
variables that could be included in future research.
Finally, it would be wise for future researc h to focus on the perspective of the
children in divorced families. In the review of literature for this project. research wi th
observati ons from children was very rare. Because the focus of most di vorce education
programs is to reduce the negative impact di vorce. and more importantl y postdi vorce
confli ct. has on children. it would make sense to find out what the children are thinking,
feeli ng. and experiencing. Measuring ch ild o utcomes would be rather difficult because
of a lack of access to them. but it is not an imposs ibl e task.

Clini cal Impl ications
Thoe nnes and Pearson (I 998) reported that divorce educati on "does not
revo lutioni ze relationships between divorcing parents" (p. I 05). It would also be naive
to think that divorce education programs can address all of the ill s and problems
associated with di vorce. Likewise, the results of thi s study should be interpreted
cautiously. However, there are some indicators that support some general implications
for interventi on efforts with di vorcing indi vid uals.
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As stated earlier, research has shown that postdivorce conflict has an overall
negati ve impact upon children. (Hetherington et al.. 1982: Johnston & Roseby. 1997;
Long et aL, 1988; Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1980; Wallerstein et aL. 1992) including
childhood adjustment (Emery, 1982; Wallerstein et al.. 1988). childhood problems
(Emery. 1982), and overall well-being, depression, anxiety, and physical symptoms
(Mec hanic & Hansel L 1989). Thus, it becomes very important to determine the types of
divorce education programs that are most effective in helping divorced parents decrease
the level of conflict between them.
The findings of this study have shown an assoc iation between attendance at a
divorce educat ion program and lower level s of postdivorce conflict between parents.
Fortunately. this issue has already been addressed in the state of Utah by the passage of
legislat io n which mandates that all divorcing individuals who have dependent children
must attend the divorce education program. It may be helpful at this point in time for
the state of Utah to examine how many of these divorcing individual s actual ly attend the
class. and how judges follow up w ith those individua ls who do not attend. In other
words. are there divorcing individual s who slip through the cracks who may benefit
from attending the classry This study also showed a decrease in the levels of postdivorce
conflict when both parents attended the divorce education program. rather than just one
parent. This issue has also been addressed by the mandatory attendance law in Utah and
is being incorporated into the current program. Thi s finding also has systemic
implications for therapists. When both parents have the same experience of attending
the divorce education class and are armed with the same new information, they can both
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work on implementing the new information into the family. This places responsibility
on both parents rather than just one. The new information is used as a way of helping
the relationship deviate from its original state of arguing and fighting, and thus conflict
is reduced . Therapists may help divorced parents work towards more of a cooperative
effort at implementing the new information for the benefit of their family.
The findings of this study also showed an association between written material
being handed out during divorce education programs and lower levels of conflict. This
finding may indicate the importance of bibliotherapy (the practice of clinicians
assigning books and written material for clients to read) in working with divorcing
individuals. Pardeck (1997) has suggested that self-help books and written material can
be used as valuable tools to compiement other treatment techniques. When individuals
read about topics that are applicable to their lives, they may be more inclined to
remember or use the material than they would be if someone just to ld it to them. Once
again, the state of Utah has already addressed this finding by including and handing out
written materia l in divorce education classes.
The results of this study indicated that fema les reported the highest levels of
postdivorce conflict (see Table 2). This raises a question regarding the gender of
individuals who are going through the divorce process. Are the higher conflict scores
associated with gender differences, or are they linked to women ' s frustrating
experiences with the court system, difficulty in obtaining child support, and/or the
greater responsibility that women often have in raising the chi ldren after a divorce as
described by Musetta (1983)? Regardless of the answer, clinicians.and professionals
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who are providing divorce education classes should be aware of possible gender
differences and take the steps necessary to ensure that the needs and concerns of all
participants are being addressed.
This study did not produce very strong findings indicating an association
between attendance at divorce education programs and lower rates of relitigation. This
is somewhat disturbing. as returning to court can be a very stressful and conflictinducing experience. However, as has been mentioned earlier, it would be naive to
suggest that a divorce education program can create "perfect" divorces. Nevertheless,
future research might focus on the reasons for relitigation and how those issues are
being addressed or neglected in divorce education programs.

Limitations

Measurement Limitations
As previously mentioned. conflict is extremely difficult to define and
operationalize. This made it difficult to obtain a measure that cleanly measured
postdivorce conflict. One of the limitations regarding the instrumentation used in this
study comes as a result of not being able to use all of the items on the Family of Origin
Scale (FOS). The items from the FOS that were selected for inclusion in this study
were deemed most relevant to the study based on the work of Bohannan (1970). The
exclusion of some of these items results in lowered reliability scores for the measure.
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Sampling Limitations
The sample group of individuals who had not participated in divorce education
was much smaller than the group that had participated (n = 59 versus n = 160) . The risk
of committing a '·type II error" is magnified when working with smaller samples
(Cuzzort & Vrettos, 1996). As a result of this, there is a greater chance of the data not
accurately indicating the actual trends that exist in the nonparticipation group than there
is in the participation group.

Desion Limitations
Random selection of the two samples was possible, but random assignment was
not possible because the two groups had already been created. The individuals in the
participation group vo lunteered to take part in the divorce education program and they
volunteered to be contacted at a later date for research purposes. The individuals in the
nonparticipation group did not have the opportunity to take part in the divorce education
program because it was not offered in their counties. This made it impossible to
randomly assign subjects to the two groups. Thus. it is difficult to ascertain whether
these two groups are truly representative of their respective populations.
The third limitation is associated with the demographic characteristics of the
study participants. All of the respondents lived in Utah at the time of divorce. Almost
all of them lived in Utah at the time the questionnaire was administered. The limited
geographical nature of this population raises questions regarding the possible effect of
extraneous variables (e.g .. religion. race, socioeconomic status, etc.). A larger-scale
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study that controls for more variables and randomly assigns subjects might produce
results that can be interpreted with a greater degree of certainty as to their
generalizability to the larger population.
Another limitation is that Salt Lake and Utah Counties both have a number of
divorce adjustment groups that are available for people to attend. Like the divorce
education program , divorce adjustment groups are aimed at helping people manage the
difficulties involved in divorce . Ifan individual were attending both the divorce
education program and a divorce adjustment group, that individual would theoreticall y
be receiving twice the amount of support services as the individual attending onl y the
divorce education program. This factor could possibly confound the results of this
study

Strengths and Conclusions

The finding s of thi s study are useful in indicating the potential that exists for
di vorce education program s to change negative parental behaviors and in the process
reduce the amount of postdivorce conflict that children are exposed to. This study has
shown an association between attendance at a divorce education class and lower levels
of postdivorce conflict. This is inspiring gi ven the negative impact postdivorce conflict
has been shown to have upon children (Hetherington et al., 1982; Johnston & Roseby,
1997: Long et al. , 1988 ; Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1980; Wallerstein et aL 1992).
Thi s study has also shown an association between lower levels of postdivorce
conflict and both parents attending the divorce education class. This is positive news in
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that the state of Utah has already taken steps towards ensuring that both parents do
indeed attend a divorce education class. Thus, within divorced families in Utah where
both parents have attended the class, lower levels of conflict may already be occurring,
partiall y as a result of having attended a divorce education class.
Based on a review of current and past literature, extensive research regarding
divorce education has only been available for the past 4 to 5 years. Because divorce
education programs are a relatively new part of the family court system, it is only
natural that divorce education research is somewhat limited at this point. Nevertheless,
research projects exploring these programs are becoming more common. It is hoped
that this study can be a part of this exploratory process in the state of Utah and that it
will lead to larger. more in-depth studies regarding divorce education and postdivorce
conflict.
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DIVORCE EDUCATION TELEPHONE INTERVIEW
1 am calling to do a fo llow-up study regarding the divorce education class which you
participated in sometime between 1992-94. If you recall , you filled out an index card
giving permission for someone to contact you at a later date. We are asking you to
complete this survey so we can gain a better understanding of whether or not the
divorce education program makes any difference to families in Utah. Based on your
responses, this survey has the potential of improving Utah ' s divorce education program.
There will be approximately 400 individuals participating in the survey. 1 will read 26
questions that should take about 5-I 0 minutes to answer.

INSTRUCTIONS:
A.
All of your responses will remain strictly confidential. Your identity will be
coded and will not be associated with any published results. All material and
information will be kept in a locked file.
B.

Your participation is voluntary and there will be no consequences if you choose
not to participate or withdraw at any time during the survey.

C.

Answering the questions in this survey indicates your consent to participate.

D.

You may have been involved in more than one marriage. All of the questions
which 1 will ask you are regarding the marriage and divorce that resulted in you
taking the divorce education class in 1992, 93, or 94.

Answer the following question s as they pertain to you since the time you attended the
divorce education class. You will answer these questions by selecting one of the
following answers:
Strongly Agree with the statement (SA).
Agree with the statement (A).
Neutral (N)
Disagree with the statement (D).
Strongly Disagree with the statement (SO).
SA A

N

D SO

I.

My ex-spouse often made excuses for his/her mistakes.

4

2

2.

Conflicts with my ex-spouse never got resolved.

4

2

3.

I found it difficult to understand what my ex-spouse
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4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
I I.

12.

13.

said and how s/he fe lt.

4

Resolving conflicts wi th my ex-spouse was a very
stress ful experience.

4

2

My attitudes and my feelings freq uently were
ignored or criticized by my ex-spouse.

4

2

My ex-spouse and I were not very receptive to one
another· s views.

4

2

With my ex-spouse. I fe lt that I could talk things out
and settl e conflicts.

4

2

My ex-spouse and I often disagree about issues
invo lving our children such as di scipline, schooling.
holidays, rules, etc .

4

2

I found it difficult to express my own opinions with
my ex-spouse.

5

4

2

My ex -spouse and I usuall y were able to work out
confli cts.

5

4

2

I found it easy with my ex-spouse to express what I
thought and how I fe lt.

5

4

2

Financial concern s have reduced the number of times
I have been in court with my spouse.

4

2

The written material that I recei ved at the end of the
divorce education class was helpful.

4

2

Now the second porti on of the questions.

14.

On a I 0 point scale ( I being no help and I 0 being very helpful) please rate the
help fu lness of the divorce education class you took in 1992(3)(4).

15.

Are you male or fema lery

16.

In what year were yo u bornry

17.

How many children do you have fro m that marriage? _ _

18.

How long did that marriage last?

19.

Did your ex -spouse participate in the divorce education class? Yes

Male

Female

Birth year _ _

Years

Months
No
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Yes

No

20.

Have you remarried0

21.

How long after that divorce did you remarry0

22.

How many times during the year do you have contact with your ex-spouse 0 __

23.

How many times have you initiated legal proceedings to resolve child support
iss ues0

24.

How many times has your ex-spouse initi ated legal proceedings to resolve child
support issues? _ __

25.

How many times have you initiated legal proceedings to reso lve child custody
·
and/or visitation issues?

26.

How many times has your ex -spouse initiated legal proceedings to resolve chi ld
custody and/or visi tation issues? _ __

27.

How many times have legal proceedings been ini tiated by you or your ex-spouse
to resolve issues such as alimony or maintenance payments, protective orders.
restraining orders, etc.? _ __

Years

Months

If you have any concerns or questions you may call Scot at the Family Life Center at
435-753-5895. He will forward yo ur co ncerns to the appropriate party.
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Appendix B
Telephone Interview for Nonparticipation Group
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DIVORCE EDUCATION TELEPHONE INTERVIEW
l am calling as part of a study being conducted by Utah State University and the
Administrative Office of the Courts for the state of Utah. The study is focusing on
divorced families in Utah. We are asking you to complete this survey so we can gain a
better understanding of whether or not the divorce education program makes any
difference to families in Utah . Based on your responses, this survey has the potential of
improving Utah ' s divorce education program. There will be approximately 400
individuals participating in the survey. l will read 24 questions that should take about
5-1 0 minutes to answer.

INSTRUCTIONS:
All of your responses will remain strictly confidential. Your identity will be
coded and will not be associated with any published results. All material and
information will be kept in a locked file.

A.

B.

Your participation is voluntary and there will be no consequences if you choose
not to participate or withdraw at any time during the survey.

C.

Answering the questions in this survey indicates your consent to participate.

D.

You may have been involved in more than one marriage. All of the questions
which 1 will ask you are regarding the divorce that occurred in 1992, 93. or 94.

Answer the following questions as they pertain to you since the time you di vorced. You
will answer these questions by selecting one of the following answers:
Strongl y Agree with the statement (SA).
Agree with the statement (A).
Neutral (N)
Disagree with the statement (D).
St rongly Disagree with the statement (SD).
SA A N

D SD

I.

My ex-spouse often made excuses for his/her mistakes.

4

2

2.

Conflicts with my ex-spouse never got resolved.

4

2

J.

l found it difficult to understand what my ex-spouse
said and how s/he felt.

4

2

4.

Resolving conflicts with my ex-spouse was a very
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4

2

4

2

My ex-spouse and I were not very receptive to one
another' s views.

4

2

With my ex-spouse. I felt that I could talk things out
and settle conflicts.

4

2

M y ex-spouse and I often di sagree about iss ues
involving our children such as di sc ipline, schooli ng.
holidays. rules, etc.

4

2

I found it difficult to express my own opi nions with
m y ex-spouse.

4

2

M y ex-spouse and I usuall y were able to work out
conflicts.

4

2

I found it easy with my ex-spouse to express what I
thought and how I felt.

4

2

Financial constraints have reduced the number of times
I have been in court with my ex-spouse.

4

2

stress ful experience.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

I I.

12.

My attitudes and my feelings frequently were
ignored or criticized by my ex-spouse.

5

Now the second portion of the q uestions.
13.

A re you male or fem ale?

14.

In what year were yo u born?

15.

How many chi ld ren do you have from that marriage? _ _

16.

How long did that marri age last?

17.

Have you remarried ?

18.

How long after that divorce did you remarry?

19.

How many times during the year do you have contact with your ex-spouse? __

20.

How many times have you initiated legal proceedings to resolve chi ld support
issues?

21.

How many times has your ex-spouse initiated legal proceedi ngs to reso lve child
support issues? _ _

Male

Yes

Female

Birth year _ _

Years

Months

No
Years

Months
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22.

How many times have you initiated legal proceedings to resolve child custody
and/or visitation issues?

23.

How many times has your ex-spouse initiated legal proceedings to resolve child
custody and/or visitation issues? _ _

24.

How many times have legal proceedings been initiated by you or your ex-spouse
to resolve issues such as alimony or maintenance payments, protective orders.
restraining orders, etc.? _ _

If you have any concerns or questions you may call Scot at the Family Life Center at
435-753-5895. He wiil forward your concerns to the appropriate party.
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Appendix C
Confidential ity Agreement for Volunteer Interviewers
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DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
ot hm•lv Lue

Utah
State
UNIVERSITY

Co!l~e

2905 Umvenlly Blvd
Lot~~"

ur 8·.022-2905

Phone : 18011 797-150 1

fAX : 1601\ i'F·l845

The concept of confidentialiry has been explained to me. 1 understand that the names and
responses which I see and hear while parti'cipating in this research project must be kept
contidential. This means not sharing stories or responses with others. even in the setting
of University classes.
I also agree not to conduct the telephone interview wi th anyone I know. If a name or
si tuation sounds familiar, I will let one of the other interviewers finish the interview. If
any distress is noted in any of the subjects, I will refer them to a local mental health
agency.

Monte Criddle

Scot Allgood

O.ild Oevr!opmerM

l~•tofY

(Telephone Interviewer)

Date

(Graduate Student Researcher)

Date

(Principal Investigator)

Date

18011 797-15-4 -4 fu : 11101) 797-)845 • MFT Progr..m. fJm1ly life

C~1er

18011 75)-5&% FAX; I&OIJ 75)-0)71

I!111

